Hi Sarah! Hi Melissa L.

Yay Australia!!

Yes, the education piece feels really important too

Also, learning a new skill on ZOOM, allows me to immediately incorporate the skill because I’m learning within my own studio. I don’t leave any learning behind in a classroom/ workshop exotic setting

Dannine (da-neen) (she/her) Donaho  yes, it took me time to come back to my daily practice. But the PRACTICE feels like home but I have lots of work to do on that home!

Dannine (da-neen) (she/her) Donaho, yay Australia!!
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2020-09-24 18:41:17 UTC Claire Cote Cynthia Cutting Wonderful project
2020-09-24 18:42:11 UTC Dannine (da-neen) (she/her) Donaho "WHY am I doing it?" exactly!!!
2020-09-24 18:42:13 UTC Amanda Whitworth Claire Cote WHOA! Cool project!!!!!!
2020-09-24 18:42:14 UTC Cynthia Cutting Thanks Claire! It's a project that gives back! And it makes our town more beautiful.
2020-09-24 18:43:21 UTC Dannine (da-neen) (she/her) Donaho Ill check out Neo Rio
2020-09-24 18:44:04 UTC Sarah Duclos (she/her) Collective impact strategy - I just threw my hands over my head like Rocky Balboa!
2020-09-24 18:44:24 UTC Sophie Barksdale Cynthia Cutting WHOA! Cool project!!!!!!
2020-09-24 18:44:44 UTC Melissa Levy Cynthia Cutting Thanks Claire! It's a project that gives back! And it makes our town more beautiful.
2020-09-24 18:44:47 UTC Sarah Duclos (she/her) Sarah Duclos (she/her) totally your jam!!!
2020-09-24 18:44:48 UTC Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis What do you need to change and adapt to swiftly changing needs in your community?
2020-09-24 18:44:55 UTC Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis Prompts are already posted in breakout sessions
2020-09-24 18:47:01 UTC Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis no need to write them down
2020-09-24 18:47:20 UTC Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis What are ways in which you can/do collaborate in your community?
2020-09-24 18:47:34 UTC Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis How are you challenging the status quo in your community? How are you radically rural?
2020-09-24 18:48:06 UTC Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis What essential role do you or your organizations provide in your community?
2020-09-24 18:48:34 UTC Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis During this time, how have your/your organization stretched your creativity to meet the challenges of this time. Give a specific example. Tips on what creative solutions worked for you?
2020-09-24 18:48:51 UTC Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis What are your next steps to sustain your work?
2020-09-24 18:49:29 UTC Dannine (da-neen) (she/her) Donaho Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis hard to choose!
2020-09-24 19:25:36 UTC Marianne Barthel Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis who will be reporting out for the other groups?
2020-09-24 19:28:54 UTC Jim Murphy Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis here
2020-09-24 19:32:14 UTC Eugene Uman Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis Shanta, thanks for presenting!
2020-09-24 19:35:51 UTC Faith Hagenhofer Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis community IS, collaboration DOES. Just thinking out loud here ;-)
2020-09-24 19:36:02 UTC Marianne Barthel Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis Nice!
2020-09-24 19:37:07 UTC Eugene Uman Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis jessica
2020-09-24 19:42:50 UTC Sarah Duclos (she/her) Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis YAY Jessica!
2020-09-24 19:42:54 UTC Sebastian Mitre Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis SHARED LEADERSHIP!
2020-09-24 19:43:00 UTC Sebastian Mitre Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis Beautiful session!!!
2020-09-24 19:43:06 UTC Dominique Miller Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis Thanks Jessica Gelter (she/her) !!
2020-09-24 19:43:17 UTC Dominique Miller Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis Thanks everyone!
2020-09-24 19:43:19 UTC Claire Cote Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis Thank you all!!
2020-09-24 19:43:24 UTC Catherine Stewart Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis Thank you, a great session!
2020-09-24 19:43:28 UTC Dominique Miller Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis Awesome track!
2020-09-24 19:43:30 UTC Sarah Duclos (she/her) Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis Thank you! Wonderful session!
2020-09-24 19:43:33 UTC Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis GREAT DAY!!!!
2020-09-24 19:43:38 UTC Sophie Barksdale Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis Thank you Jessica and ALL the panelists! This was wonderful!
2020-09-24 19:43:46 UTC Faith Hagenhofer Georgia - Tech Maiden Cassimatis Excellent!